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1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [6] it was shown that eigenvalue problems a sociated 
with pairs of ordinary differential expressions havea natural setting within 
the framework ofrelations in the direct sum of Hilbert spaces. References 
to earlier r lated work can also be found in [S]. For the theory ofrelations 
we refer to[l, 3, 5,9, 111. 
As a sequel to[6], the regular case was worked out in detail n[7], 
where the coefficients of the differential expression aresmooth on a com- 
pact interval and where one of the associated differential operators is 
positive definite. 
It is the purpose ofthe present paper to obtain expansion results in the 
general case, where we allow selfadjoint extensions beyond the original 
Hilbert space. We obtain generalized Fourier t ansforms, which are con- 
tractions rather than isometries. These Fourier t ansforms maponto an 
associated L2(p) space if and only if the selfadjoint extension is finite 
dimensional, withthe dimension prescribed by the non-isometric partof 
the Fourier t ansform. We emphasize the importance of xtensions beyond 
the original Hi bert space: many eigenvalue problems where the igenvalue 
parameter appears inthe boundary conditions canbe described y such 
extensions (see [8, 121). 
We give a short summary of those results obtained in[6], which we 
need in this paper. Unexplained otations canbe found in [6]. Let M be 
an ordinary differential expression of order v on an open interval 
z=(a,b),-oo<a<bdm, 
M= i QkDk, D = d/dx, 
k=O 
where Q,Jm x m) E C”(z), k = 0, l,..., v, and QY is invertible for xEz. Thus M 
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acts on m x 1 matrix-valued f nctions  E. The Lagrange adjoint M+ of M 
is defined by
A4+= f: (-1)9YQk*, 
k=O 
and the minimal operator Mmin associated with M in L*(r) isin terms of its 
graph defined by
M,i”={{(P,“~}I(PEC~(~))C, 
where the closure is taken in the Hilbert space L*(z)@ L*(z). We assume the 
following: 
(1.1) M is formally symmetric, .e., M=M+. 
(1.2) For each compact subinterval JC rthere xists a constant 
c(J) > 0 such that 
CM% cph 2 w))* CR cp)Z,J? cp E CF(~)Y 
where for matrix-valued f nctions F, G on I having the same number of 
rows 
(F, (32 = j G*F, 
I 
(f’, G),,, = s, G*E: 
Assumption (1.1) implies that Mmin is a symmetric operator inL*(r). 
Assumption (1.2) implies that he order vof M is even or zero-we shall 
write v = 2p-and that for each xE z there is a constant c(x) >0 such that 
(- 1)” 4*Q”(x) 5 24x) 5*5, 5ECrn. 
Moreover, these assumptions imply that here exist selfadjoint perator- 
extensions H of Mmin in ,5*(z) with the following properties: 
(1.3) For each compact subinterval JC 1there xists a constant 
c(J) > 0 such that 
(WY)2 = (M--f), 2 (c(J))* W-)~,J, fen(H), 
where D(H) is the domain of H. 
(1.4) Every sequence (f,) inD(H) with (H(f, -f,), f, -f,)* --) 0 
and (f,, fn)2,J -+ 0 for each compact subinterval JC I satisfies 
(Hfmfnh + 0. 
The conditions (1.3) and (1.4) onH imply that he completion of D(H) 
with inner product (f, g) = (Hf, g)*, f, gE T)(N) is a Hilbert space !?jH 
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whose lements can be identified w thelements ofL:,,(l) andthat here 
exists a linear map G H : L;(z) + $,, such that 
(f, h)2 =(f, GA), .f~ fjm h E GO), 
G,Mq = cp, cp Ec?(l)> 
MG,h = h, h E L;(i), 
G, is injective and its range ‘%(GH) is dense in $3,. 
An example of such aselfadjoint extension H is the Friedrichs extension 
MF of Mmin (see [6]). To show this let (cp,) bea sequence inCF(l) with 
(WV,-cp,), (P~-(P,,J~+O and(cp,, (P,,)~,~+O for every compact sub- 
interval Jc I. Then we have 
For every E > 0 there exists a natural number N, such that m, n > N implies 
(M(p, - cp,), (Pi -~p,)~ < 4s. Now choose m = N + 1 and let Jbe the sup- 
port of Mv,, then IWv,, v,J2 I 6 II Mq,,, ll2.J II vn 112.5. Next we choose a 
natural number N, > N, such that n> N, implies 
11 (Pn 11 2,J < $(/I Mv, 11 2,J + 1 ) - ’ &. 
Hence we find that n> N, implies that 
This hows that he completion $j,of C;(z) with the inner product given 
by (cp, +I= (MR ti)z, cp, $EC?( 1 I can be identified w thelements in
L:,,(l). In [6] it was shown that he Friedrichs extension M, of Mmin has 
the properties 
This implies that (1.4) isvalid for the selfadjoint extension H = M, (see the 
reasoning  [6] just above (3.11)). In [6, p. 1471 it was shown that (1.3) 
with H = MF follows from (1.2). 
In the following we assume that H is a fixed selfadjoint operator exten- 
sion of Mmin in L2(1) satisfying (1.3) and (1.4), and write $s and G instead 
of BH and G,. 
Let L be another formally symmetric ordinary differential expression of 
order n on z, 
L= i PkDk= i (-l)kDkP;, 
k=O k=O 
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where P,(m xm) E Ck(r), k =0, l,..., n, and, in case n> v, P, is invertible on 
z. With L we associate in he Hilbert space $j* =5 @ 5j the smooth maximal 
linear manifold 
T= ( {f, s>ES* I fE c’(l), g E C”(~), Lf= Mg}, 
where r= max(n, v) and the minimal linear manifold 
s={{cp,II/)~Sj*I~~C~(~),~=GL~) 
= {(cp, IC/)~Tlcp~c?(l), (I / f)=(W,f)2 for allf~$}. 
The subspace To= SC, where the closure is taken in sj*, isa symmetric sub- 
space in sj’ and its adjoint T,= T,* in $$* satisfies 
Tl =S* = { (f, g> E 5* Its, J4vJ2 = CL &I2 for all cp EG’(l)> = p. 
The subspace Toneed not be an operator; an example will be found in Sec- 
tion 3. Let % be any Hilbert space satisfying R 3sjand let A be a selfad- 
joint subspace inR* such that 
ScT,cA=A*cS*. 
In this paper we present eigenfunction expansion theorems a sociated with 
A if n> v, right definite case, and with A- ’ if n< v, left definite case. We
shall sketch now how to proceed inthe right definite case, n >v. 
Write A,=A @A,, whereA,={(f;g}EAI f=O}.ThenA,isaden- 
sely defined selfadjoint operator in A 0 A(0) where A(0) =‘%(A,). Hence 
A, has a spectral esolution 
A, = ldE,(i), I LR 
where (W)h, R is the strongly right continuous spectral f mily ofprojec- 
tions inR 0 A(0) for A,. The spectral f mily (E(1)),, u ofprojections n 52 
for the subspace A is defined by E(1) =E,(1) 0 0, d E R, where 0is the zero 
operator n A(0). In particular, E( cc )is the orthogonal projection of R 
onto A(O)‘. 
Let VIA))i, R be the generalized sp ctral f mily and R(I), 1~C\R, be the 
generalized resolvent of To corresponding to A,i.e., 
WI = PJw)le and R(Z) =P(A - I) -’ 16, 
where P denotes the orthogonal projection of R onto $3. Then since 
(A-Z)-‘=ja&/dE(L)- /E@\IR, 
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we have 
We shall write E(d) =E(b) -E(a), F(d) =F(b) -F(a) for intervals 
A c R of the form A = (a$]. For the igenfunction expansions we have to 
compute F(d) in terms of a fundamental so ution s(A) of (L - IM) f= 0, 
and a so-called spectral m trix. Analogously we shall express F(A) in terms 
of a fundamental so ution s(1) of (M - IL) f= 0 and a spectral m trix in 
the case n< v, where now F is the generalized sp ctral f mily associated 
with A-‘. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce th notion 
of a minimal selfadjoint subspace extension andprove several elementary 
properties. It i  shown that any generalized sp ctral f mily (F(1)),, Iw in 6 
gives an orthogonal splitting of & = !+j, 0 $,O !&,, where $I = 
WW’Wf=f~~ fh= {f~W++f=OL and %=sY, 0 (sSIOsjo). In 
Section 3 we present two examples ofpairs of differential expressions. One 
example shows that To need not be an operator and the other example 
shows that he spaces !$, and &, need not be trivial. A discussion about he 
Green’s function associated with A (n > v) and A - ’ (n < v) can be found in 
Section 4. The eigenfunction expansion is derived for the case n> v in Sec- 
tion 5, while Section 6 gives the associated Fourier t ansform. Analogous 
results forthe case n< v can be found in Section 7.
Unfortunately it isnot possible to give a specific description of the 
Hilbert spaces involved. Except in the regular case (see [7]) and in a few 
examples inthe singular c se no general theory isavailable. A sowe do not 
have an analog of the Titchmarsh-Kodaira formula tocompute the spec- 
tral matrix, once the Green’s function is known. 
2. MINIMAL SELFADJOINT EXTENSIONS 
Let A c !+j2 bea subspace (closed linear relation) a dlet si c 9 be a 
closed linear space with corresponding orthogonal projection P : 4j + bl. 
We have 
We call !fJ1 reducing for A if 
PC2’A c A. 
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In that case we have 
A n 5; = Pc2’A, 
which shows that P”‘A is closed. It is clear that Bi, is reducing if and only 
if 4j, =9 0 sj, is reducing. In that case we have 
A=A,@A*, 
where the closed linear manifold Ajis given by 
(2.1) 
Ai=An#, i= 1, 2. 
Conversely, if A = A, 0 A,, AicSj2, i=1,2,5j=~,@!&, then bi is 
reducing. If A= A*, then in (2.1) each Ai is elfadjoint in 9,.It is clear that 
our notion of a reducing space corresponds with the usual one in the case 
where the relation s an operator. Note that any A = A* is reduced by
A(O)={g~$l{O,g}~Al and 
A=A,@A,, 
where A, = (0) 0 A(0) and A, = A 0 A,. Analogously an symmetric 
subspace an be decomposed inthe orthogonal sumof a selfadjoint sub- 
space and a simple symmetric subspace, s e[lo]. 
Remark. Let A = A* c !+jz and suppose there exist a non-trivial closed 
subspace J3r c& and a selfadjoint A, = A: c $j:, such that A, c A. Then 
$jl reduces A and we have A 1 = A n 9:. To show this let {f, g} E A, then 
(Pf, Pg} E $j:, where P projects f, onto 4j, and we have for all {cp, I,$} E A, 
since {cp,$}~A~ c A and A is elfadjoint. This implies {Pf, Pg} E A: c !#, 
but A, = A: c $3: and A, c A, so that {Pf, Pg} EA. Hence $I reduces A,
but then A n 9: is selfadjoint in $jf, while A, c A n 5jf, which shows 
A, =An$$:. 
Now consider a subspace SC s2, SC S* and a selfadjoint extension 
A = A* c R2 in a Hilbert space R such that qj cA. The extension A is 
called minimal ifR 0 !+j does not contain a on-trivial reducing subspace. 
Let (W))A, wbe the orthogonal spectral f mily inR associated with A. 
Then A is minimal ifand only if {E(d )f 1 f~ !+j, A = (a, /?I c R } u sj is fun- 
damental inR (see [9]). Anequivalent definition of minimality n terms of 
the resolvent of A can be found in [ 111. 
Let A = A* c R2 be a selfadjoint extension of SC S* c !+j2, $j c$3, then 
we have 
A(O)nW= {O}, if A is minimal. (2.2) 
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To show this let $3i=A(0)n4jL and A,={{O,cp}Icp~$j~}, then 
A i c !+j: n A and A I is selfadjoint in sj,.Hence 9, reduces A by the remark. 
If P is the orthogonal projection from R onto !$, then PA(O)c S*(O). 
This shows that if S is a densely defined symmetric operator, then 
PA(O) = {0), and if in addition A is a minimal extension we must have 
A(O)= (0) by (2.2): inother words A must be an operator. In general 
An (R 0 a)* is a symmetric subspace in(53 0 sj)’ and (2.2) shows that 
when A is minimal, then AA (53 0 $3)’ is an operator. 
We note another consequence of minimality. 
Let A be a minimal serfadjoint extension with spectral f mily 
(E(1)),, iw.Zf x~A(o)‘n$’ implies E(A)XEA(O)‘nSj’, 
A c [w, then x= 0. (2.3) 
Since the closed linear hull of {E(A) x1 A c R} is contained in 9’ n A( 
and is a reducing subspace for A,, we have E(A) x= 0 for all Ac R, which 
implies x E A(0) and thus x= 0. 
Remark. If we require 
then it is clear that A is a minimal extension. A straightforward con- 
sequence ofa result ofCoddington [ 1, Theorem 291 gives 
dim(A 0 !?J)* d dim S* 0 S. 
Hence, if in addition we have dim S* 0 S< co, then A is a finite-dimen- 
sional extension, i.e., dim 53 @ 43 < co. But then the deficiency i dices of S
must be equal, say d, and it follows that 
Such extensions were considered in [S, 121, and they correspond to the 
linear occurrence of the eigenvalue parameter in the boundary conditions 
(see F31). 
For any selfadjoint extension A cRZ of SC S* c $3*, $3 c53, not 
necessarily m nimal, with orthogonal spectral f mily (E(I)),, aB we define 
the generalized sp ctral f mily (F(I)),, R by
F(A) =PEV)l,, IER. 
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With the limit F(a) we associate  splitting of !$: 
Then we have 
@$, =sjn~I(O)~ =!+j 0 PA(O), 
fro = !ij n A(0) = !?j 0 P(A(O)l). (2.4) 
For a proof we refer to[Z]. Note that 
S(0) c!&c f&J@3 $ , =(PA(O))‘c s*(o). (2.5) 
The operator F(co) is a bounded linear mapping from 9, to 9,. If the 
space !$, is not trivial, thenScannot be densely defined and F cannot be an 
orthogonal f mily, hence A must be an extension beyond 5. An example of 
a non-trivial sj, isgiven in Section 3.
Now suppose w are given ageneralized sp ctral f mily (F(l)),, R  then 
we let A= A * c R2 be a selfadjoint extension, which gives rise to (F(1)),, R 
in the manner described above (see [9, Theorem 4.81). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A = A* c R* be a selfadjoint extension, then 
0) &nE(co)~31=$$n(Z-E(oo))~i,= {OI  
(ii) E(m) and I- E( 00) are injective on sj,, 
(iii) 8,0E(co)SS,=E(co)(Sj,0~5,)=E(oo)bcA(0)I, 
(iv) boO(Z-E(~))~$r=(Z-E(OO))(~joOb,) 
= (I- E(m)) !$c A(0). 
ProoJ: To prove (i) let E(co)f=g, f~&~, gEB. Then 
ge sj n A(O)’ =ej, by (2.4), and we obtain 
F(co)f= PE(m)f= Pg=g=F(m)g, 
which implies h =f - g E v(F( co)) = rj,,. Hence f-g - h = 0, with f~ $$,, 
ge&i, hE!&,, and this gives f=g=h=O. Hence $SnE(oo)Sj,= (0). In 
order to prove (ii) let E(co) f= 0, f~ 5,. Then f cz A(0) n Sj = !$, by (2.4), 
which shows f= 0. Hence E( co ) is injective on 5,. The other statement i  
(ii) follows similarly. The proofs of(iii) and (iv) are trivial. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let A = A* c R2 be a minimal selfadjoint extension, then 
X5,0 ((I- E(a)) sj,)= = 40). 
Proof. We show !&@ ((I- E(W)) !+j,) is dense in A(0). Letfg A(0) 0
(Z-E(m)) b,., then for all cp E5, we have 
and thus Pf~$3,@&. Let Z’f=g, +g,, g,E$j,, g E!&,, then by (2.4) we
have 
O=(f, gl)=(pf,gl)=(gl?gl). 
This shows g, =0 and Pf= g, E !&, =!+j n A(O), which implies 
(I- P)~E A(0) n fi’. Hence by (2.2) we obtain f=P’E !& and we con- 
clude that !&@ ((I- E( 00)) s,) is dense in A(0). 
In general wehave 0Q F( cc ) < Z and &,, !$ iare the igenspaces of F(cc ) 
belonging to the eigenvalues 0 and 1, respectively. By splitting off these 
eigenspaces we find that F(co)le, is abounded selfadjoint operator in $3, 
with spectrum contained in the closed interval [0,11. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf the spectrum ofF( co)l&,, is bounded away from 0 and 1 
then E(W) sj, and (I- E(W)) $3, are closed. 
Proof Let ( fn) be a sequence in$,, such that E( co) f, + g, g E R. We 
shall prove g=E(co)h, he!& Note that we have F(W) f,+PgEjj,. 
Therefore f,+h=F(co))‘PgE!$,, which shows E(W) f,-+g=E(oo)h, 
h E 8,. The other statement follows similarly. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A = A* c A2 be a seuadjoint ex ension andlet he 
spectrum ofF(co)15, be bounded away from 0 and 1. Then 
(i) $j +E(co) $j, (direct sum) is a closed subspace of R, 
(ii) dim R 0 f, >dim !+j,. 
Zf in addition A is a minimal selfadjoint extension, then 
(iii) $+E(co)$,=R ifandonly if!$l+E(co)$j,=A(0)’ 
tf and only if dim R @ $ = dim a,. 
Proof First of all we consider the quality 
E(oo)8,O(Z-E(oo))b,=$3,+E(co)s3,, 
which is obvious. By Lemma 2.3 the left side is closed, and therefore th
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right side must be closed. Lemma 2.1 shows that he sum on the right is 
direct. I  follows from this equality and(iii), (iv) in Lemma 2.1 that 
t%ohlo(~,+~(~)&)~R 
and it is obvious that 
is a closed subspace ofR, while by Lemma 2.1 the sum on the right side is 
direct. This proves (i). Inorder to prove (ii) note 
dimA 0 $=dimR/$j>dimE(co)& 
by (i) of the present theorem. ByLemmas 2.l(ii) and2.3 and the closed 
graph theorem we see that E( co) maps sj, bicontinuously onto E( co) !&, 
and hence dim E( 00) !$ = dim !&. The statement i  (iii) follows from Lem- 
mas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. 
An important special case arises when J3, is finite dimensional. Thenthe 
spectrum ofF( co)1 $,consists of afinite number of eigenvalues in the open 
interval (0,1). The condition about he spectrum ofF(co)15, in Lemma 2.3 
and Theorem 2.4 is then automatically satisfied. In particular if dim 
S*(O)/S(O) < co, then (2.5) shows that $3, is finite dimensional. In this case 
it follows from Lemma 2.2 that dim ,4(0)/S(O) < co for any minimal selfad- 
joint extension A of S. Especially when dim S*(O) < co, then (2.5) shows 
that !+jj, andsj, are finite dimensional, and dim A(0) < cc for any minimal 
selfadjoint extension A of S. 
Finally, we point out that for a subspace A c$* and a closed space 
sjlcsj we have 
!$, reduces A if and only if &1 reduces A ~‘. (2.6) 
If S c 9’ is a symmetric subspace and A c A2 is a selfadjoint extension, 
then A- ’ is a selfadjoint extension of S ‘. We now apply (2.6): 
A is minimal extension of S if and only if A - ’ is a minimal 
extension of S- I. (2.7) 
3. EXAMPLES 
In general T,need not be an operator. In fact we have 
T,(O)= (fECY(z)n$j,JMf=O}. 
Here we want to show by means of a simple example that T, need not be 
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densely defined in !& in other words, that To = T: can be multivalued also. 
The example we give below shows that his ituation ca occur for L of 
arbitrary ndA4 of arbitrary even order. The example is not meant o give 
the sharpest results po sible. It can be generalized n more than one way. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let m= 1, l= (0, co), and M= (iD)2p. Then Mmin is a 
symmetric operator in L’(l) with deficiency i dices (p, p). Hence Mmin has 
selfadjoint extensions H in L2(t). They can be described in the following 
ways: 
(0 H=({f,Mf}~M,,,lAf~~l=Bf~2~}, 
where A and B are px ,u matrices such that 
rank(A :B) = p and AB* = BA*, 
and 
l 
f(O) 
f'(O) fc1,= : 
f'"-"'(0 
01 
(ii) H= {(~,M~}EM,,,IP~~,,=O,A~~~~~=(Z-P)~~~,}, 
where P : @” + v(B) is the orthogonal projection of CP onto v(B) and 
A, = B - A(Z- P), where B- is the generalized nverse ofB (see [7]). We 
have A, = AC = (Z-P) A, = A,(Z- P). The generalized nverse B- of B 
has the property B -B = Z - P. 
For f, g E a(H) we have that 
VVd:!=i$~,A~f~,,+ P"f, W)z. 
Using a variational argument i can be shown that H > 0 if and only if 
A,>0 on v(B)‘= %(I- P). We now assume A,>0 on v(B)‘, then (1.1) 
through (1.4) are satisfied. The completion on a(H) is the Hilbert space 
given by 
43= {f~W,,C'A ~)lPfc~,=0,~'tf~L2(~)}, 
equipped with the inner product 
(f,d=gT,,&fC~,+ UYf,Wh. 
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Clearly, C?(r) c5 and its closure in 5 is given by 
fh = (Co”(l))” = {fE A~~,CQ m)l j-c,, = 0, WE L*(z)}. 
It follows that !$ =!&, @ ‘Jz, where 
%= {fEC*qz)n~,Mf=0} 
= {polynomials f on z I degree f<p- 1, Pfc13 = 0 >. 
Now we choose A=I, B=I- P, so that A,=]--P, where P is the 
orthogonal projection on CP such that !R =span{ 1, x,..., xk}, where 
k~ (0, l,..., p- l} is fixed. Clearly A,>0 on ‘%(I- P). 
Finally, etL= (D)” -Dk( 1/x4) Dk, n 3 k, q E If& Then since 
T= {{f, g> E$j2/ fEc’(l), gE C2”(4 u-=&Y), 
where r = max(n, 2~), we have (l,O>, (x, 0} ,..., {xkP1, O>E T and 
C?(z) cD(S) c‘D(T), which implies that 
!$ 0 span {x” >= .$, @ span {1, x, x2 ,..., xk - ’ } c D(T)“. 
We claim that if qZ Y - k then D(T)” =9 0 span {x”}. (The claim can be 
sharpened, butwe do not need this here.) Toprove the claim it suffices to 
show that for allfE rD( T) we have that 0= (f, xk) =k!fck’(0). To show this 
we shall make use of the equality 
~~~~h(t)dt...d~=~~~(x-t)~-lh(t)dt, p>l. (3.1) 
p integrals 
Now, let {f, g} E T and assume fck’(0) # 0. By multiplying {f,g> by a 
suitable constant we may assume that fck’(0) = 1. Choose aE (0, co) so that 
Re F: fck) 2 4 on [O, a]. The fact hat Lf = Mg implies that (iD)“f - 
(iD)‘” g =Dk( l/xq) D”f We integrate both sides ofthis last equality r imes 
and obtain 
1 
s 
x (x- t)‘-“-1 
(r-k-l)!a tq 
D”f( t) dt 
=(i)“l.(X)-(-l)~~~~~g(t)dt...d~+P.-,(x), rcn3& 
n - 2p integrals 
= (i)” jxfs.. . jf(t) dt . . . ds-(-l)“g(x)+P,-,(x), r=2/4>n, 
p” a 
2p ~ nintegrals 
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where P, _ 1(~) is a polynomial of degree < r - 1. Since f, g E AC,,, [0, cc ) 
(it is here where the claim can be sharpened for, in fact, f,gE AC&CO, co)), 
we see that when x JO the limits ofthe right-hand si e of this equality exist. 
However, when q>r- k, then 
Re a(t-x)r-k-1 Dkf(t)dt>~X’--li-q 
5 
n x 
x tq ‘2 s (u- l)‘-k-’ U-q& 1 
tends to infinity when x JO, which shows that he limit onthe left-hand si e 
does not exist when x JO. This contradiction shows that f’“‘(O) = 0. This 
concludes the proof of the claim. The fact hat D(T)” =4j 0 span {x”} 
shows that T is not densely defined and hence that T,, = T: is not an 
operator. 
We have remarked that F(co) implies anorthogonal sp itting of the 
space sj into three parts $j =$31 0 $, @ !&,. We shall now give an example 
associated with apair of differential expressions, where sj, and !&, are non- 
trivial. It ispatterned after anexample in [2, p. SOS]. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. We define the Hilbert space 43 by 
s= (f~mC0, 11u-‘E~2(O? l,>,
with inner product 
This Hilbert space is associated with apositive selfadjoint restriction H of 
-D* on the open interval (0,1) with boundary conditions 
f ‘(0) = 0, f’(l)= -f(l). 
In a similar way we define the Hilbert space R by 
53= (fEAC([-l,l])lf’Ez?(-1, l)}, 
with inner product 
The Hilbert space R is associated with apositive selfadjoint restriction H, 
of - D2 on the open interval ( - 1, 1) with boundary conditions 
f’(-l)=O, f’(l)= -f(l). 
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Any f E $ can be extended continuously to the interval [ - 1, 1 ] by defining 
f(x)=f(x), 0~x6 1, and f(x) =f(O), -1 <x60, so that fcS. Then we 
can and do consider $ as a closed subspace ofR and A is an intinite- 
dimensional Hi bert space extension of 5. 
We consider the expressions L = iD3, M = -D2. In the Hilbert space 4$ 
they give rise to a symmetric operator S,and S*(O) c !$ is a two-dimen- 
sional space spanned by x1 and x2, defined by
Xl(X) = 13 -16x61, 
x2@) = x7 06x61, x2(x) = 0, -1 <x60. 
In the Hilbert space 52 the differential expressions L and M give rise to a 
symmetric operator S,, and ST(O) c53 is atwo-dimensional spacespanned 
by cp, and (p2, defined by
cpl(X) = 19 -l<x<l, 
(P2(x) = x> -l<x<l. 
Now consider (cp, Ic/} ES, then cp EC?([O, 11) and $ = H-‘Lq (see [7, 
p. 661). We will show (cp, w} ES,. It is clear that (PE Cr([ - 1, 11) and 
Lq = Lq, the xtension of Lcp to [ - 1, 11. As to II/, wenote $E C’( [0, l]), 
while $ E B(H) implies $‘(O) = 0. From A4$ = Lq, it follows that $“(O) = 0. 
Hence ~~3(Hi)nC~([-l, 11) and Mqt=Mv=Lcp=Lq, thus 
v = Hi- ’ Lcp. Therefore we have shown that {cp, v} E S,, which shows that 
SC s,. 
Now we choose a selfadjoint subspace extension A = A* in 53’ of S1 with 
the property A(0) =S:(O) (such selfadjoint extensions have been charac- 
terized in [7, Corollary to Theorem 6.41). Now A can be viewed as a 
selfadjoint subspace extension n 53’ of S c !+j2 and A gives rise to a spectral 
family F in !5 The operator F( cc ) will give asplitting 5 = 4j, 0 !% 0 !&,. 
Let P be the orthogonal projection from R onto &. It is easy to see that 
Pq, =x1, Pq, =x2, so that !&@ sj, =PA(O) is equal to S*(O). Note that 
x1 E A(0) A!& but x2 C A(0) nsj, hence !$, and !& are one dimensional. It is 
clear that Js,, isspanned by xi, and that 4j, is spanned by x = xi -x2. 
Let E be the orthogonal spectral f mily associated with A= A * c R2, 
then E( co) is the orthogonal projection onto A(O)‘, hence x- E( co)1 E
A(O), so that x-E(a) ~=acp,+bq,, a ~EC=, and E(co)~=x--arp,- 
bcp, E A(O)‘. This shows that a = f, b = -f and therefore F(m) x = 
PE(co)~=P(~-f’~~+3~~)=~-t~~+t~~=~~.Hence43,istheeigenspace 
of F(m), belonging to the igenvalue f, 
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4. GREEN'S FUNCTION 
We continue with some classical results and notations. The companion 
matrix associated with the differential expression L isan mn x mn matrix- 
valued function ~2.8~ on zdefined asfollows. Consider 9JL = (BLjk) asan II xn 
matrix whose ntries are m x m matrices 98,. Then 
p=j+k-l 
=o;, j+k>n+l. 
We observe that aL is continuous n I, ~83: = -SJL, and that det ar. =
(det P,)” so that g3, is invertible on r if P, is. The companion matrix 93,,,, 
associated with A4 is defined inthe same way. 
Let Lax denote the maximal operator associated with L in L2(l), i.e., 
L max = {(f, L~}lf~cC”-‘(l)nL*(z),f’“~1)EAC,,,(1), L&L*(i)}. 
If P, is invertible on 1, then L,,, =L*,i” in L2(t), where Lmin in L*(l) is 
defined in the same way as Mmin. For f, g E Tl(L,,,) we may write Green’s 
formula as
I bog*(u) - (Ls)*S= L&IL (&I)- CfSlL (4, a0 
where [a,,, b ] c I and 
Here we are using the notation ii,, for any j x k matrix-valued f nction u 
on r having at least p - 1 derivatives th re to mean the pj x k matrix-valued 
function on z given by 
M max and [fg],,,, forf, gED(M,,,) are defined in the same way. We recall 
the definition of r:r= max(n, v). 
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For XE E = (a, b) we define the m x mr matrix-valued f nction 6, on r 
such that 6, E c’(J), where J= [x, y] c I for some y > x and 
(h);;,(f) = o;:, a<t<xandy<t<b. 
Let r, : $3’ -+ Cmr be defined by
r,((f,g))=(g,GM6,)-(f,GL6,) 
= (g, M6,)2 -(f, J5~*)2> ukb52. 
(4.1) 
If A = A* c 53’ is a selfadjoint extension of T,, c $3’, 8 c R, then 
where P is the orthogonal projection from R onto $. This implies 
{P(A-I)-'h,Ph+IP(A-l)-'h}ET,, hEfi,lEC\R, 
and 
Now we note 
l-,((P(A-I)-'h,Ph+IP(A-1)-'h})=(h,G,(& /TEA, (4.2) 
where 
G,(Z) = GA46, - (A - I) -’ G(L - ZM) 6,, IE @\R, 
and 
Tx({Ph+lP(A-l-l)-lh,P(A-l-Z)-lh})=(h,G,(I)), PER, (4.3) 
where now 
G,(I)=(A-1-1)-1G(M-lL)d,-GL6,, 1E @\R. 
In each case G,(I) is an m x mr matrix-valued f nction, whose columns 
belong to 53, and PC,(I) iscalled the Green’s funcrion associated with A, 
and A - ‘, respectively. 
It follows from (4.1) that if {f, g} E T, then 
cmd)= -W&, (xl)* 9M+70,(-4 + W&, (x))* W,(x) ~w(x). 
(4.4) 
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Now we choose 6 such that 
(ox&) (x) = -wL(x)) -l)*, n > v, 
= ((3&4(x)) -‘I*, 
(4.5) 
n G v. 
This is possible since we require the leading coefficient of M o be inver- 
tible, and if n> v the leading coefficient of L to be invertible. 
It follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that for {f, g> E T we have 
(4.6) 
and 
(4.7) 
For later reference we introduce thrm x rm matrix V(~)(X), ZE C, x E I, by 
and 
~(l)(x)=z”,--I((~~(x))-‘)* o”” 
( 
W,(x) O&y’” 
) o;;:;j; ’ 
n < v. 
(v- n)m 
From the structure of the matrices in the right side it follows that for all 
x E z, 1E C the matrix U(/)(x) isinvertible. 
To see this consider the following scheme for the multiplication of two 
pm x pm matrices. Letq be an integer with 1< q <p. The m x m blocks in
the jth row and kth column which are 0; have been indicated un er each 
matrix: 
(X) (y 0) = (A”). 
j+kcp+l j+k>q+l j-k<p-q 
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5. THE EXPANSION RESULTS FOR THE RIGHT DEFINITE CASE 
In this section we assume n > v. Let A, = A @ A,, where 
A, = {{f, g} E A 1 f = O}. Then A, is a densely defined selfadjoint operator 
in R 0 A(O), A(0) =‘%(A,), with aspectral esolution 
where (JW)L, R is the strongly right continuous spectral f mily ofprojec- 
tions inB 0 A(0) for A,. The spectral f mily (E(A)),, R ofprojections n R 
for the subspace A is defined by E(A) =E,(I) 0 0,1 E R, where 0is the zero 
operator on A(0). We have 
(A-l)-‘=j&dE(1), /EC\R. 
For PER and AE R we put v(A)= u,(A) = (E(A)-E(0)) h and find that 
belongs toT, and hence that 
(WA), CL -AM) (PI2 = - joA WP) 44 Mv) 7 cp Eq(z). (5.1) 
2 
The following lemma implies that we can say more about the 
smoothness of this element. 
LEMMA 5.1. For all ,I ER we have that 
0) {MA), Lou - s6 PGL) &} E T, 
(ii) A4 16 PO(~) dp = Jt MPv(v) &. 
Moreover, for each x E 1 the map 2~ (Pv(l))(x) is locally ofbounded 
variation on R, and so are the maps ~H(Pv(L))(~) (x), k= 1, 2,..., n - 1, 
where f(k) denotes the kth derivative off with respect to x. 
Proof Using condition (1.3) inthe Introduction we find that Pv(l) is a 
strongly right continuous f nction of AE [w with values inL*(J) for each 
compact subinterval JC 1 and satisfies 
II W.) II 2,J< (c(J) I-’ II hII 3 IE R. (5.2) 
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It follows that here exists a measurable function $ :I x R! --+ @” such that 
Ml) = tit*, 1) in L&,(r) for each AE R, 
where the integral on the right is the ordinary Lebesgue integral (see [10, 
pp. 68-711). The inequality (5.2) implies that $E Lk,(z x R) c L:,,(z x R). 
Thus we may assume that Pu(l)( x is a function in ,Q,,(r x R) and that ). 
jt Z+(~)(x) dp is also such afunction. 
We proceed byfollowing theproof of Theorem 2.2 of [6]. Let c E I and 
introduce th following functions defined for (x, A) E 1 x R: 
q(x9 l) = pj(x) - nQj(x), j = O,..., v, 
= pj(x)9 j = v + l,..., n. 
Integration by parts in (5.1), formula (3.1), and Lemma 2.1 of [6] yields 
for all AE R 
P,*(x) Pu(A)(x)= f (-‘)‘-’ IX (x-tt)j-’ Y;pj(t, A)Pu(A)(t) dl 
j=, (j-l)! ( 
+ f (-l)i+n-v-l 
j=o(j+n-v- l)! f
x(X-tt)j+n-v-l Q*--(t) 
v J c
X Pu@)(t) dp dt 1 + R- 1(x, A)almost all xE i, 
(5.3) 
where R,- ,(x, A) is a polynomial in x of degree at most n - 1 with 
coefficients depending only on A : R,- ,(x, A) = c;:d ~~(1) xi. Let 
cpo, cp, ,..., (Pi-, be functons in C?(r) such that 
(xi, q&=j Ipk(x)xidx=6jk, j k = 0, 1 ,..., n - 1, 
I 
where Sjk is the Kronecker delta. Then 
If we multiply both sides of(5.3) by(P,Jx) and integrate over Iwith respect 
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to x, then we obtain that uk E L:,,(R). To see that ak is locally of bounded 
variation, we observe that 
(p,*(x) pun (Pktx))2 = tpdA), pn~k)2 
which implies that he term on the left-hand si e is of bounded variation. 
Using integration by parts and changing the order of integration we find 
that he inner product ofeach summand of the two sums on the right-hand 
side of (5.3) with (Pk can be expressed either asa sum of expressions like
((E(A)-E(0)) h, Ak(A)), where Ak(d)EB iS linear in1 (due to the form of 
the q’s), or as a sum of expressions likej’i ((E(p) -E(O)) h, Bk) & where 
B, E 5 does not depend on p. Such expressions are all ocally of bounded 
variation n A E R. This hows that he coefficients ak of R,_ , are locally of 
bounded variation. 
We now prove (i). The right-hand si e of (5.3) isabsolutely continuous 
with respect to xand, together with its derivative w threspect to x, belongs 
to L&Jr x IF!). Foreach ;1 ER we consider the right-hand si e of (5.3) asa 
definition of J%(A)(x) on the left-hand si e of (5.3). Thus Pu(A)(x) is
redefined on aset of measure z ro in x which depends on1. But, since the 
old and new J%(l)(x) both belong to L:,,(r x R), they only differ on a sub- 
set of measure zero f r x R. Now (5.3) remains valid for all (x, A) E I x R 
when in both sides the old Pu(A)(x) isreplaced bythe new one. By 
iteration t is now easy but tedious toshow that, for each 1 E R, 
PUB C(r) and that its jth derivative with respect tox belongs to 
L;,,(z x R), j= 0, l)...) n. Itfollows that jt Pu(p) dp E C”(z) for all AE R. Now 
(5.1) implies 
(L - AM) Pu(A) = -M j; Pu(p) dp on I x IR. 
This proves (i). Inorder to prove (ii) we observe that for all AE R and 
(PE C?(l) 
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Hence for all 1E R 
Since both sides ofthis equality arecontinuous this equality n fact is true 
for all (x, A) E 2 x R. 
In proving (i) and (ii) weonly needed that he Q’S belong to L,‘,,(R). We 
now prove the remaining part of the lemma and use the fact that he uk’s 
are locally of bounded variation. F r from this fact it follows that he left- 
hand side of (5.3) islocally of bounded variaton in Ifor each fixed x E I if 
we can show that each of the integrals on the right-hand si e has this 
property. Butthis follows from areasoning as used for the uk’s, ince each 
integral with fixed x can be expressed as an L’(r) inner product of the 
integrand with the characteristic function of the interval with endpoints x 
and c, instead ofthe (P~‘s u ed for the ak’s. Hence the integrals can also be 
expressed in terms like 
where A(1), BE% have the same properties as the A,‘s and B,‘s above. 
This proves that AH (Pu(A))(x) is a map on R which is locally of bounded 
variation. It isclear that ji P@)(x) dp also has this property. That the 
maps AH (PUB) (x), k= 1, 2,..., n - 1, have this property also follows 
from the fact hat he kth derivative can be expressed in lower-order 
derivatives and in 
(Pu(p))(‘) (x) dp for I=O, l,..., k- 1. 
We omit the (tedious) details of this induction argument. Here ends the 
proof. 
We choose cE r and 1, EC\ R and denote G,(I) (see Section 4) by G(I). 
For 1 E R’ we define 
t(A) = (4 - lo)(W) -E(O)) G(fo), mxnm. 
It follows from (4.2) that for all AE R and h E R 
(h, t(n)) = ((4 - I,)(W) -E(O)) k G(fo)) 
= mpw, MW}). 
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Now using Lemma 5.1, (4.6), and 
with the definition of W(A), see Section 4, we obtain 
(k t(A)) = f @(P)(C) 4w4)c,, (cl. (5.4) 
Let s(l) = (s,(f),..., s ,(l)) satisfy 
(L - IM) s(l) = or, qti,(c, 4 = zm,, 
and let so(Z) = s([)(W(l)(c)) - ‘. Using this fundamental system s,(l) wecan 
express I%(A) in terms of (h, t(A)) asfollows. 
LEMMA 5.2. For each i E R we have 
f’u(l) = j’so(c1) 4k GP)), 
0 
Proof. Since the mapping PH (h, t(p)) is of bounded variation on R, 
w(A) =J{ so(p) d(h, t(p)) isdefined for all AE R. Moreover, wehave that 
(L - AM) w(A) = j; (L - AM) so(~) 4h, 0)) 
= - 
5 
A Mw(,u) d/i, 
0 
and 
(w(4),, (cl = j' (so&, (c, tiu) 4k QL)) 
0 
= ; W(P)(C)) - ’ W(P)(C)) dWr4);,, (~1 
s 
= VW))(n) (C)Y 
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where we made use of (5.4). Using Lemma 5.1 and introducing 
z(A) = Pu(/l) - w(A), h(l) = - j; Mz(p) d/z, 
we find that 
(L - AM) z(L) = h(%) (z(4);,, (c)=e?l,. 
Let K(I): L,‘,,(l) -+ AC;,,(t), IE @ be the integral operator defined by
(MO g)(x) = jr4x9 Y, 0i?(Y) 44 gE GA, c 
where the kernel k(x, y, I) is the m x m solution of 
(L - IM) k(x, y, 1) = o;, 4 Y, Y, 4 = 
( ) 
;,‘y;; 
n 
Then K(I) gis the unique solution of 
(L - fM)f=g, T(c) = Ok,. 
It follows that z(A) = K(I) h(l) and Mz(A) =K,(A) h(A), where K,(I) is the 
integral operator 
(K,(O g)(x) = jr MW, Y, Og(y) 44 IEC. L 
We conclude that h(i) = - ji K,(p) h(p) dp. Using the well-known 
smoothness properties of k(x, y, I) we obtain that for each ,I ER and each 
compact subinterval Jc z there is a constant c(J, A) > 0 such that 
From Gronwall’s emma it follows that h(A) and hence z(i) equals zero 
almost everywhere on Ifor all 1E R. Since z(A) is continuous n 1for each 
i E R it follows that z(A) = 0; on 1. 
This hows that Pu(A) = w(A), which completes theproof of the lemma. 
Let ,I, PE R with I, 2~ and choose a, BE R such that p> cx and 0, A, 
p E [a, j?]. Then t(r) = (E(r) - E(O))(A, - &,)(E(b) -E(a)) G(f,), z =I, pL, 
and from this we obtain 
(f(i) - f(P), l(l) - f(P)) = (Oh QJb)) - (OL), t(P)), 
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Putting p,Jl) = (t(A), t(A)), 1 E IR, we obtain 
PO(l) -PO(P) = (t(l) - @)Y f(A) - 0)). 
This implies that p0 is an mn x mn matrix-valued f nction on [w which is 
continuous from the right, non-decreasing, and satisfies p,(O) =0;;. 
LEMMA 5.3. For all 1E I&! we have 
Proof: Let A E [w and choose CI, p E IX, II< fi, such that 0, A E (IX, /I). Then 
the above-mentioned equality readily follows from an application of 
Lemma 5.2 with = (A, -ro)(E(/?) - E(a)) G(&). (Recall v(A) = vJ;l).) This 
completes heproof. 
For A E [w we define, with V(p) =%?(p)(c), 
Then p is an mn x mn matrix-valued f nction on IF8 which is continuous 
from the right, non-decreasing, and satisfies p(O)=0;;. Let (F(L)),, R be 
the generalized sp ctral f mily for T, corresponding to A,i.e., 
F(A) =PJW)I,, i E R. 
We now can formulate ndprove the following expansion theorem, which 
states that F(A) h can be expressed in terms of p and the fundamental 
system s(Z) of Lf = ZMJ 
THEOREM 5.4. For h E $j and A = (a, /3], - cc < CI < /I < co, we have 
F(A) h = 1 s(n) d . 
d 
Proof: From the definition of p it follows that it is sufficient to prove 
that 
F(A) h = jA so(d) d( 4 j; SO(P) dpo(d). (5.5) 
Now for hE R we have on account ofLemma 5.2 
PEtA) h = jA so(A) 0, 0)). 
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If h E 5 then the left-hand si e of this equality equals F(d) h, while 
Lemma 5.3 implies that he xpression (h,t(1)) onthe right-hand si e can 
be written as
(k t(l)) = (kfQ(n)) = 
Combining these results we obtain (5.5). This completes heproof. 
COROLLARY 5.5. For cp EL:(t) we have 
Proof: For cp EL;(r) itfollows by changing the order of integration hat
= ; &(PL)(cp? s ll))z. i 
If in Theorem 5.4 we take h= Gq and use the result above we get the 
desired quality. 
6. INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS FOR THE RIGHT DEFINITE CASE 
Let A = A, @ A, c R2 be a selfadjoint extension of To c $j’ as in Sec- 
tion 5. Now we show how the eigenfunction expansion result ofthe 
previous section can be interpreted in terms of integral transforms. We still 
assume n> v. For mn x 1 matrix-valued f nctions c and q on R we define 
(L 49, =j v*(v) 4(v) i(V)> 
II i Ilp = ((i, ),P2, 
cc.2 &A =s, r]*(v) &(v) i(v), 
provided the right-hand si es of these equalities exi t. Let L2(p) be the 
usual Hilbert space consisting of those functions [ on R for which 
11 clip < co and provided with the inner product (, )p. This pace may be 
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regarded asthe completion of the space of stepfunctions on 88, or of the 
space of continuous f nctions  Iw with finite p-norm. 
For cp EL:(z) we define &j(A) =(cp, s(A))*, 1 E [w. G$ is continuous n [w 
and we claim that it belongs toL’(p). Tosee this we note that 
(flA)h,h)G llhl12, hE !$. (6.1) 
Replacing h by Gq in this inequality and using Corollary 5.5we find that 
(~,~),,~=(F(A)G~,cp)z=(F(A)G~,Grp)~ IIGvI12. (6.2) 
Letting A + [w we obtain 
II G^ II p d II Gv II 2 cp EG(~h (6.3) 
which shows that G$ E L2( p). 
For h E Sy, there exists a equence (cp,) inL:(r) such that Gq, + h in 9. 
From (6.3) with cp =(Pi -qrn it follows that I!$, is a Cauchy sequence in
L’(p). Its limit nL*(p) depends only on h, i.e., it is independent of he 
choice ofthe sequence (cp,) aslong as Gq, -+ h in sj. We denote this limit 
by k: 
A 
k= lim Gq,, =lim(cp,, s(A)), in L2(p). 
Clearly, themapping V: $5 2 L’(p) defined byVh = t$, h E sj, is an exten- 
sion of the mapping Gq + Gq, cp EL:(z). 
From Corollary 5.5it follows that 
F(A) GR,= C&J,> s*(.))p./,. 
Letting  + co we have that he left-hand si e of this equality converges to 
F(A) h in !$ while the right-hand si e converges pointwise on r (s(A) = 
s(x, A)) to (6, s*( .)),,A so that 
F(A) h =jA 4~) 44~) &v). 
Now let A-+ K!. Then I/ F(A) h--F(co) h II -+ 0, which together with the 
equality s ated above implies that 
J’(a) h =J6 s(v) 44~) &v), h E 93, 
where the integral converges in !$. This proves the first part of the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let A = A,@ A, c si2 be a selfadjoint extension of
T,,csj2, sjcA. Then the mapping V: $3 -+ L2(p) with 
Vh=ki= lim 
s s*k. ) K,(X) dx, h E 3% n-cc, 
where the limit is taken in L2(p) and (cp,) isa sequence inL;(t) with 
GCJI,, + h in 9, is well-defined, a d 
f’(m 1 h= jR 4~) ddv) hv), h E 5, 
where the integral converges in 9. Moreover 
V(A If, g) = (5: &,A 9 f,gE% AC& 
and 
In particular, V is acontradiction 011 !$ (11 Vh IlO 6 /I h Ii), anisometry on $, 
(II Vh II p = II h II 1, and 
h = s Iw s(v) G(v) t;(v), he$S,. 
Proof It remains toprove the last part of the theorem. Let (q,) be a 
sequence inL:(z), such that Gq, + h in !& and replace in(6.2) cpby (Pi. 
Letting  + CO we obtain 
ll~hll~,,=ll~ll~,,=(~~~)h,h)~llh~~2,  E !jj, A c [w. 
Polarization y elds 
(J’(A)f, 8  = tj: i,,,, , f,gEhAcR. 
By letting A -+ R we obtain 
Remark. As in [2] we can prove 
505/60/1-4 
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It is clear that $= $i 0 43, @ 9, implies that 
Now let 0< A < 1 be the largest igenvalue of F(CO)]~,, with corresponding 
eigenspace $jA: 
Then we have 
It is clear that we can proceed correspondingly for smaller igenvalues. 
Since V(1) =V(l)(c) is invertible, the definition of p in terms of p0 implies 
that he map 4 + %?*q is an isometry from L*(p,,) onto L*(p). We define 
T: L*(p) -P A(O)’ by 
m*x(j, AI= $(A ), 
where A is a finite interval of the form (a, /?I, 
in which the characteristic function 1,of A appears onthe jth place, 
t = (iI,..., t,,)is defined just above formula (5.4), t,(A) = ii(j) - tj(a), and 
j = 1, 2,..., mn.
Since 
(m*x(j, A), m*x(k A,))= (t,(A), W,)) 
= h(A nAl)),i 
= ML A), x(4 Al)),, 
= W*x(j, A), W*x(C Al)),, 
and since the set of functions f the form x(j, A),j= l,..., mn and A c IF& is 
fundamental in L*(p,), T is isometric on this set and can be extended toan 
isometry from L*(p) into A(O which we shall call Talso. Inthe follow- 
ing we shall prove some properties of this operator T.
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Let q~L’(p) and let (qk) be a sequence ofstepfunctions (finite linear 
combinations of the x(j, d)‘s in L’(p,) converging there to (W*) --I I. Then 
for all cp EL:(I) we have on account ofLemma 5.3 and the definition of T 
that 
Now let (cpi) bea se uence in L:(i) such that Gpj +f, j -+ co with f~ Sj. 
Then (TV, Gqj) =(r,~, 5 (P~)~ and letting j+ co on both sides, weobtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM 6.2. We have for all fE !ij, q EL’(p) 
(Tcf) = (rl, YIf )p. 
Let (-%G)L, R be the well-known spectral f mily associated with the 
multiplication operator inL’(p) (i.e., theoperator which maps n into 5
where l(n) =,Iq(,I)). Then 
E(A1) 7V?*x(j, A)=E(Al) tj(A)=tj(AnAl) 
= ZV?*x(j, And,) 
= TE,(A I 1 g*xU, A )t 
and hence T has the commutation property 
WI) TV = T&(4) v, rl EL2(P). 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 is 
(TJ’h,f)=(Jl~)h,f)=(E(~)h,f), kf E 5, 
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which shows 
(TV-E(co))hE$LnA(0)L, h Esj. 
It also follows from these theorems and the commutation property ofT 
that for all h, g E J3 
(E(d)(TV-E(co))h,g)=(TE,(A) J’h,g -(E(A)kg) 
= (E,(A 1 W Wp - (t;(A 1 h, g) 
= (Vh, Vg),,~ - (F(A) h, g) = 0. 
Hence 
E(d)(TV-E(cO))hEH’nA(O)‘, h E9, A c R. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A c R2 be a minimal selfadjoint extension of To c sj2, 
ij tR. Then 
TV= E(oo)la> 
and consequently 
TL2(p) = A(O)‘. 
Proof Suppose (TV- E(co)) h #0 for some h E sj. Then the above 
reasoning shows the existence of an invariant subspace in$$’ n A(O)‘, 
which contradicts theminimality of A (see (2.3)). Hence TVh = 
E( cc ) h, h E 4j. Furthermore note that 
A(O)’ =E(a) si, 
where si is the closed linear hull of 
{W)fIf~WW~% 
Now E( cc ) fi = TQj c !R( T), while 
E(co)E(A)f=E(d)H~)f 
= E(d) TVf 
= TED(A) Vi SE .fj, A c R. 
Thus we conclude 
A( c (%2(T))” = !R( T) c A(O)‘, 
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and 
A( = TL2(p). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A c R* be a minimal selfadjoint extension of To c 9,‘. 
Then V maps !Fj onto L*(p) if and only if dim R @ $ = dim 5,. 
Proof. We may apply Theorem 2.4 with S= T,. For, since dim S*(O) = 
dim T,(O) < cc (see [6, Theorem 4.31) we have that $j, is finite dimensional 
(see the end of Section 2). On account of Theorems 2.4 and 6.3 we have 
that he following four statements arequivalent: 
(i) dim 52 0 $s =dim B,, 
(ii) A(0)‘=~3,0E(co)4$,=E(oo)~j, 
(iii) TL*(p) = TV!& 
(iv) L’(p)= V!9j. 
This completes heproof. 
COROLLARY 6.5. V maps 8, onto L*(p) vand only if A= A* c $‘. 
ProoJ If V$, = L*(p), then V%,= (0) and 5j,= (0). Thus V!+j= L*(p) 
and hence dim R 0 $ = dim sj, =O, so that A= A* c 9’. Conversely if 
A=A*ce2, then F=Eand sjl={O}. Thus dim SiO$j=dim$$, (each 
side is 0) and we obtain 
m, = V(sj,Osj,O5$,)= v!ij= L*(p). 
Remark. It is worthwhile to point out that if V maps 5 onto L’(p), 
then Ac fi2 must be a finite-dimensional exte sion, since dim R 0 9 = 
dim $3, < co, and this shows that T, must have qual deficiency i dices. The
original version fTheorem 6.4 for operator extensions i  the case where 
the differential expression M = I is due to Coddington and Gilbert [4]. 
THEOREM 6.6 (essential uniqueness of the spectral m trix). Let p1 and 
p2 be two nm x nm matrix-valued functions  [w such that 
(F(d) h,k) =j fi@)* dp,(i) t;cA,, j=l,2,AcR, 
A 
for ali h, k E 8. Then 
jA &,(A) = jA dp,(~). 
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Proof. We apply ideas to be found in [2, p. 503 and Theorem 6.6; 6, 
p. 1721. Let cp denote a real-valued f nction on 1, with cp EC?(J) for some 
compact interval Jc r, containing c inits interior, and 
q(c) = 1, O<cp(x)G 1, x E 1, 
I 
q(x) dx= 1. 
Then we define the m x nm matrix-valued f nction @ +E C:(r) by 
cp -+=(cpz,:(-l)cp’z,: ... :(-l)“-‘@-‘)I,). 
This has the property that 
(f, @+ L = t&l,, cp~nm)*~ fE c- l(1). 
Note that each of the nm columns of 4 + belongs toL:(z) and we apply the 
given equality to h= k = G@ +. Setting p =pi - pZ we obtain 
5 (cpL,~ $n,(m WNCPZ”,, s”(n)(n)), = 0. A 
NOW we observe that 
(CpZm $z)(4)2 -+~rz,, 
as the length ofJ tends to zero, uniformly in 1in any compact subset ofCc. 
This completes heproof. 
7. EXPANSIONS FOR THE LEFT DEFINITE CASE 
In this section we assume n < v and we consider the igenfunction expan- 
sions associated with the subspace A -‘, where A= A* c R2 is a selfadjoint 
extension f T,c 8’. In particular note that if A = A* c $j* and 
{f,l..}~A-‘, then {l..f,f}~AcT,=T,* and this implies that fis smooth 
and Mf= ALjI 
We have A-‘(O) = v(A), so that (A-‘), = {{f, g} E Al g=O}. Now 
define (A-‘),= A-’ 0 (A-‘),, then (A ~ I), is a densely defined selfad- 
joint operator in R 0 v(A). Now 
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where (W)L w is the strongly right continuous spectral f mily ofprojec- 
tions in R 0 v(A) for (A -l)S. Let 
where 0is the zero perator on v(A). Then 
(A-l-z)-l=~R&zdE(a), Z @\R. 
The generalized sp ctral f mily associated with A- ’ is defined by
and the generalized resolvent associated with A- ’ is defined by
R(Z)=P(A-‘-I)-‘(,, 1E C\R, 
where P is the orthogonal projection from R onto $3. We have 
It is important tonote that PA-‘(O) = Pv(A) cv(T1) = v(T) may be 
infinite dimensional, because ifII <v we do not require the leading coef- 
ficient ofL to be invertible. However, the orthogonal complement 
53 0 v(A) is still infinite dimensional. A proof of this fact can be given 
along the lines presented in [7, p. 1741. 
Let h E 53, JE R and define u(2) = (E(I) - E(0)) h. We obtain 
uw), W-AL) (Ph =
( 
-j-f PWP) 44 Lv 
) 2) 
cp ECorn(l). 
As in Lemma 5.1 this implies for all 1E R, 
i, 
1 
PWP), WA) E T 
0 1 
and 
(M-IL) Pu(tl) = -L j-; Pu(p) dp = -Jb* LPu(p) dp 
Next we set for afixed lo E@ - R 
0) = ((A -‘I, - ~o)(E(~) - E(O)) G(I,), mxvm, 
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where G(IO) = G,(&), c E1. Then it follows from (4.3) that 
(h, t(i)) = (((A -‘)s - loMA) - W)) h, ‘3&d) 
=u{w-‘b(4> W4J) 
= r, 
Therefore by (4.7) wehave 
(4 z(l)) = j; Q%)(c) 4fw));;) (cl. 
Let s(l) = (s,(l),..., s ,(f)) satisfy 
(M-IL) s(l) = or, q,,(c, I) =I,,, 
(7.1) 
and let s,(Z)=s(l)(~(l)(c))~‘. As in Lemma 5.2 we obtain via (7.1) 
WA) = j; S,(P) 4k 0)). (7.2) 
Now we defne 
PO@) = (t(l), en)), iER,vmxvm; 
then 
With %(p)=%(p)(c) we define 
THEOREM 7.1. For h E 9 and A = (~1, /I] we have 
F(A)h= jAGW(h, j;W&(lr)). 
(7.3) 
F(A) Gv = jA s(n) &@)(cp, s(n)),. 
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The essential uniqueness ofthe spectral matrix p follows a in 
Theorem 6.6. As a consequence of Theorem 7.1 we obtain a mapping 
V : !+j  L’(p) with 
Vh = fi= lim 1 s*(x, .) V,(X) dx, hEfiX 
n-00 , 
where the limit is taken in L2(p) and (40~) isa sequence inL;(l) with 
Gcp, + h in 5. We have 
(F(m)f, 8)= tx i%)pv f,sE%* 
Now we can define T:L’(p) + v(A)l by 
m*x(j, A) = $(A). 
Then T turns out to be an isometry from L2(p) onto v(A)‘, and 
TV= E( co)1 $,in case A is aminimal selfadjoint extension of TO (see (2.7)). 
In the present situation we have 
v(T~)c$$OC~~~~~,=PA~~(O)~V(T,). (7.4) 
Since the leading coefficient of L eed not be invertible n our case, wemay 
have that v( T, ) is infinite dimensional. However, 
dim T, IT,, < 2rm, 
see [6, p. 1671, implies 
dim v( T,)/v( T,,) < co. 
Then it follows from (7.4) that 9, is finite dimensional, although !&, may be 
infinite dimensional. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let A c R2 be a minimal selfaa’joint extension of TO c 4j2. 
Then V maps $3 onto L’(p) if and only if dim A 0 @ = dim 5,. 
Proof: We consider A -’ as a seifadjoint extension of T; *. So we may 
apply Theorem 2.4 with S= T; ‘, because $3, is finite dimensional. Now the 
proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
Note added in proof. In the meantime the results of this paper have been obtained ina 
more abstract setting, using Krein’s directing functionals by H.Langer and B. Textorius: 
Spectral functions f a symmetric linear relation with adirecting mapping, I Proc. Roy. Sot. 
Edinburgh A 97 (1984) 165-176, II, preprint. Results onthe pointwise convergence of the 
expansions canbe found in E. A. Coddington, A. Dijksma and H. S. V. de Snoo: Pointwise 
convergence of igenfunction expansions, a sociated with a pair of ordinary differential 
expressions, Proc.Roy. Sot. Edinburgh A 97 (1984) 59-71. 
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